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For the men in your life, or the boy within.

Blokey Stuff recent deliveries

Flying Alarm Clock
New Supplier – better price! Digital alarm clock
with generous sized LCD display, but when the
alarm goes off, the helicopter blades are spun up
then released. Expect it to rattle around your ceiling
or maybe clear a shelf of your old sporting trophies.
Disturb even the most recalcitrant teenager from
their slumber. Of course, it does squark its klaxon
sound as well. The base features a demo button, so
you can spin and launch at will. $29.95
Roulette Drinking Game
Glass
shot
glasses
surround the roulette
wheel. The shot glasses
are printed with numbers
and either red or black.
Spin the wheel, roll in the
ball (2 ball bearings
provided) see what drink is indicated. $29.95
Bottle Opener Ring
This is keeping a
bottle
opener
handy! This gents
style finger ring
will open crown seal beer
bottles. Imagine the pickup line jokes – Would you
like to see what I can do with one finger?
Assorted sizes. $5.00 each
Cub Utility Fork Spoon Pocket Knife
This pocket knife will split
apart into two handles with
fold out utensils. Blades
(utensils) are stainless
steel. Just the gadget for
camping. Knife, Fork,
Spoon, Bottle Opener, Can Opener, Corkscrew,
Keyring / Lanyard Loop. $14.95
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How to Amputate a Leg and
Other Ways to Stay Out of
Trouble
Nathan Mullins is an ex-cop,
ex-soldier,
ex-security
consultant and an Australian
Aid International volunteer, so
he's experienced all sorts of
dangerous stuff involving
guns, explosions, surgical
procedures, combat, swordplay, rioting and other potentially life-threatening
behaviours all over the world. He has been lucky to
survive some of his assignments and hijinks so he
decided to share a few cautionary tales so everyone
else can learn from his near misses. $24.99

Remote Control Jousting Knights
We have had these before but now they are even
better value. A pair of radio controlled mounted
knights wielding lances. Knock your opponent off
his horse to disable him. You keep your knight
seated to control the horse.
Settle your differences the old-fashioned way.
Let the Joust begin! Batteries included. $49.95
Chess Clock Mechanical
Simple
reliable
mechanism requiring
no batteries. Useful
for timing turns in
more games than just
chess. $39.95
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Climbatron Robot
Climb@tron is the
original
window
climbing robot. He
scoffs at gravity,
using suction caps to
climb glass windows,
metal filing cabinets
and other smooth
surfaces. He will
climb up, down,
across and even
upside down. He will occasionally fall off, but he is
tough enough to survive most falls. He stands
approx 10cm tall. $19.95
Cut Throat 6/8" Carbon Steel Razor
Black acrylic handle with
high quality steel blade 3/4"
wide. Tang of blade gold
plated, handle inlaid with
mother of pearl and
SOLINGEN in metal. Made
in Germany. $250

Cut Throat Redwood Handle Razor
High quality soligen steel blade 5/8" wide.
Redwood handle. Made in Germany. $295
Shaving Soap Bay Rum
Luxurious glycerine shave
soap. Contains Avocado oil
and Vitamin E.
This is our best selling shave
soap. The quality is great, and
the subtle fragrance (Bay Rum)
is a traditional barber’s scent. Suds up lovely and
smooth - spoil yourself. $12.95
Giant Microbe: Gangrene
These weird fluffy toys are so
popular. Gangrene is new but we
have many others. Each comes with a
scientific explanation of the disease.
Give someone gangrene! $12.95
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Leatherman: Super Tool 300
New large model
for 2009. Tools:
Needlenose/Regular
Pliers, Hard-Wire
Cutters, Electrical
Crimper,
420HC
Knife,
420HC
Serrated
Knife,
Wood/Metal File,
Saw, Screwdrivers
(5/16”, 7/32”, 1/8”,
Phillips),
Awl
w/Thread
Loop,
Ruler (9 inches/22 cm), Bottle Opener, Can Opener,
Wire Stripper, Lanyard Ring. Features: Removable
/ replaceable wire cutter inserts, Intuitive ComfortGrip Handles, Intuitive Component Access, 25 year
Warranty. $195
Racing Babies, Chicken & Egg

Hilarious silly fun! Humorous gifts or silly desk
clutter. Themed gift for a wannabe grandma. $19.95
Remote Control Cooler
Deliver cold drinks by
remote control! Want
some beer? Here’s an
ingenious
battery
operated ice bucket /
Esky that is capable of
moving up to twelve
bottles of beer to your
co-drinkers so you
don’t need to fetch
another
cold
one.
Collapses for storage. Even the control is beer
capped shaped. Very blokey. $140
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